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After the nukes fall,In a secret biohazard facility, survival may be possible...Until a knock comes at

the door.In a research facility hidden deep in the Maine woods, Jenn and her fellow scientists have

been trying to prepare for a possible bioterror attack. But that's not how the end comes. It comes in

blooms of mushroom clouds covering the globe.With eleven people, plenty of water, and some food,

they may be able to survive for eight weeks, perhaps just long enough to survive the worst of the

fallout.But the people inside unravel quickly. And things go from bad to worse when fists pound on

the outer door.Warning: there are scenes in this book that might disturb some readers
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i hesitate to say i love it because its so dark --be warned. . however, this is again one of mr cadles

fantastic reads. i have not read one of his yet that i didnt like and mostly love. the ending to this is

amazing. the editing is superb, which i love, because poor editing just drives me crazy and i found

not one error in this novel. get it. read it. great job!



This is the story of ten people (scientists at a top-secret laboratory working on ebola, etc.) who

survive the destruction of the world by nuclear war because they happen to be at work,

underground, when the bombs go off. They are very intelligent people, but even they cannot avoid

the devolution of humanity when faced with the end of the world. Even people who have to work

with incredible discipline around killer viruses every day can't resist the baser human instincts when

there are no longer any rules of society.There are acts of cowardice and courage, but the twist at

the end is extremely disturbing.I think the point of all these post-apocalyptic books is to tell us not to

let the apocalypse happen because humans, as a species, haven't evolved far enough to put the

good of the many above the good of the few--or the one. We're still savages when it comes right

down to it.

Very dark post nuclear war survival story. Similar to Cormack McCarthy's 'The Road" with regard to

human depravity after a cataclysmic event and the effect it will have on normal intelligent citizens

trying to hide in a secure government biological facility..

Couldn't put it down once I started reading. Not for the faint of heart . Probably true to heart and

definitely the stuff of nightmaresI'm more of a happy ending person so I am going to have trouble

sleeping tonight.Well written. All of the books I've read by this author are some of the best fiction

around. Highly recommend reading if you can deal with the subject matter.
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